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SUMMARY 

This study explores Nicholas Wolterstorff’s theory of “situated rationality” from a 

theological point of view, and argues that it is in fact a doxastic ethic based upon 

his biblical ethic and eschatology of shalom, a notion which emerges from 

Wolterstorff’s neo-Calvinist, Kuyperian background. Situated rationality, the sum 

of Wolterstorff’s decades-long work on epistemology and rationality, is a 

Christian, common grace ethic of doxastic (even religious doxastic) pluralism: a 

shalom doxastic ethic. 

 

Chapter 1. The first chapter introduces Wolterstorff with a brief intellectual 

biography which explores the Dutch-American context of his childhood, 

prominent influences during his studies at Calvin College, and his doctoral studies 

at Harvard. Much of this helps to fill out what Wolterstorff means when he says: 

“If you ask who I am, I reply: I am one who was bequeathed the Reformed 

tradition of Christianity.” I position Wolterstorff within the neo-Calvinist, 

Kuyperian tradition and explore briefly the basic outlook of Reformed 

epistemology, an important achievement in Christian philosophy led by 

Wolterstorff and Alvin Plantinga—both products of Dutch-American Calvinism, 

graduates of Calvin College, and heirs of a particular strand of Kuyperianism. 

Chapter 1 provides essential cultural and theological background information, 

necessary for understanding Wolterstorff’s view of what it means to be a Christian 

philosopher. 

 

Chapter 2. The second chapter focuses on what we might call Wolterstorff’s 

‘doxastic anthropology’, his view of the believing self. Wolterstorff has critiqued 

the implicit anthropology of modern, analytic epistemology as representing a 

static, immobile, and disinterested belief-forming subject: the “solitary, immobile 

reactor.” This anthropology has led to a number of oddities in analytic 

epistemology, including a steadfast tradition of patently unwieldy accounts of 

doxastic deontology, exemplified by W. K. Clifford and Roderick Chisholm. The 

‘solitary, immobile reactor’ is not only explanatorily problematic, it is also an 

utter abstraction, and for this reason least helpful where philosophy could be of 

use: in understanding how actual people form beliefs. Wolterstorff proposes a 

Reidian doxastic anthropology which allows for innate dispositions but features 

the individuality of life-experiences and personal histories as formative for the 

belief-forming self. Wolterstorff also argues that many of these belief-forming 

faculties may be “governed,” that is, guided by the subject with sufficient control 

to allow for doxastic accountability. Because the subject is not a mere immobile 

reactor, but can desire and pursue information and thus direct his doxastic 
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faculties, Wolterstorff’s doxastic anthropology affords an account of doxastic 

responsibility: the ethics of belief. 

Wolterstorff’s doxastic anthropology shares what I call a Reidian doxastic 

optimism. This is the principle that the reliability of our belief-forming faculties is 

constantly checked against experience of an extra-mental world. Skeptics who 

question or reject this reliability cannot sustain their skepticism in everyday life, 

because even they assume that these faculties (their senses, their memory, and 

their logical reasoning which enabled them to question or reject this reliability in 

the first place) usually don’t deceive them. The theist enjoys a special advantage 

over the skeptic in this regard, since he can offer an account of this reliability 

where the skeptic cannot: God designed our belief-forming faculties in such a way 

that in principle they lead to reliable beliefs. 

 

Chapter 3. In the third chapter the notion of the availability of beliefs is 

introduced. This is the idea that a belief must be available to a person if that 

person is to be legitimately held accountable for it. This availability involves 

socio-historical situationality, a given epistemological and metaphysical 

framework, and even a notion of the acceptability of hypotheses based on one’s 

commitments. So for example, for the Christian, the belief that Jesus Christ was 

not the Son of God incarnate but an imposter is far less acceptable as a hypothesis 

than the belief that Jesus understood Greek. In significant ways, the former is not 

‘available’ to the Christian, so he would not be expected—held accountable—for 

giving both of these beliefs equal consideration. 

 In this connection, Wolterstorff claims that there are no higher, i.e. more 

general, epistemic norms which are intelligible as extracted from such situation-

specific norms. In fact, for Wolterstorff, doxastic ethics is merely a refraction of 

situated ethics, so that one’s belief-forming behavior must be understood within 

the full scope of a person’s “moral situation.” My church is located in a culturally 

and religiously diverse part of town, so it is incumbent upon me to some degree to 

know something of the surrounding cultures. I do not have the same pressing need 

to understand a culture which I did not encounter and have no expectation of 

encountering in the near future. The result is an uneven distribution of 

accountability weighing on me in terms of the governance of my belief-forming 

faculties relative to the information I have about various cultures and peoples. 

Consequently, Wolterstorff’s notion of “practices of inquiry” comes into view. 

This is descriptive nomenclature for socio-historically given “ways of finding 

out” (or ways of acquiring information), which concretize personal ethico-

doxastic options and, thus, situated doxastic accountability. I cannot be expected 

to know how to fly a commercial airliner, for example, since my moral situation 

places upon me no responsibility for having this knowledge and because the 

know-how is not readily available to me. I am not blameworthy for my ignorance. 
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On the other hand, it would be odd if as an academic I lacked the knowledge 

needed to form consistently sentences which display correct English grammar, 

and perhaps even a measure of stylistic flair. And since the means of acquiring 

these skills are readily available to me, the inability to do so would certainly earn 

me considerable blame. 

Clearly, thus, we ascribe moral value to doxastic practices, i.e. to the ways in 

which we deal with our belief-producing faculties in all kinds of practical 

situations. This observation leads us to a major question, in which chapter 3 

culminates, and which as a matter of fact is highly typical for Wolterstorff: Why 

does almost everyone apparently find it important to approve or disapprove of the 

ways in which people use or refrain from using practices of inquiry? Why must 

we, and do we, add to the descriptive facts of doxastic conduct normative 

valuations? Whence the moral value which infuses doxastic situations? Or, to put 

this even more poignantly: how do we dare to judge each other in matters of 

doxastic practice? 

 

Chapter 4. In Chapter 4 we introduce Wolterstorff’s answer to this question. This 

answer basically consists of only one word: shalom. Shalom is, to put it one way, 

the pinnacle of Wolterstorff’s eschatological biblical ethic. Wolterstorff reads 

Isaiah 11, for example, as displaying for us in prophetic imagery the kingdom of 

God, which is ultimately embodied by Jesus Christ, and which Christ desires. 

Shalom as depicted in the Bible requires justice, but it is definitely more than only 

lack of injustice. Wolterstorff’s recently developed account of human rights 

amplifies this barer notion by adding to rights against injustice and violation what 

I have dubbed “shalom rights” to life-goods. That is to say, Wolterstorff 

understands justice to be an aspect of the all-comprehensive reign of the “prince 

of shalom”, which is displayed principally and much more broadly in the 

flourishing of human culture in all its fullness and in the realization of creational 

potential. 

 Wolterstorff’s notion of cultural flourishing as an aspect of the realization 

of shalom replays the neo-Calvinist notion that the kingdom of God in Christ may 

be identified with the flourishing of creational potential. Wolterstorff recognizes 

this connection, but still offers a critical evaluation of the Dutch-American 

creation-order tradition. He chides this tradition (which is in a certain sense his 

own) for (1) its tendency towards legalism; (2) its lack of sensitivity to the 

brokenness of creation; (3) its downplaying of the soteriological significance of 

the work of Christ; and (4) its propensity for essentialism (as if e.g. there were 

some fixed, creational entity called “the state”). In brief, Wolterstorff perceives in 

the creation-order tradition a backward orientation that easily leads towards a 

legalistic brand of conservatism, whereas in his opinion the biblical notion of 

shalom offers us a forward orientation towards the eschatological Kingdom of 
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God. Despite these areas of concern, I observe important similarities between the 

two approaches, the most prominent of which is the idea that humans have been 

created by God in order to flourish in their relationships with, God, with others, 

and with nature.  

 It is the Christian liturgy, according to Wolterstorff, which constantly 

helps (or should help) us to keep together these ‘vertical’ and ‘horizontal’ 

concerns in their equal ultimacy and organic inter-dependence. In particular, the 

liturgy should help us overcome the propensity towards otherworldliness that has 

entered important parts of the Reformed tradition. Again, in his appreciation of 

and commitment to a this-worldly social, political, and cultural life, Wolterstorff 

is an heir of the neo-Calvinist tradition.  

The moral value which we spontaneously assign to actions and events in everyday 

life ultimately flows from the teleology of the world as intended by its creator for 

flourishing and from the inherent value of humans as bearers of the divine image. 

In this way, every individual finds himself within a unique socio-historical 

situation, in which he or she particularizes this creational ethic of shalom. As a 

result, the ethico-religious life strikes a balance between the universal ethic of 

shalom and a person’s particular circumstances. 

 

Chapter 5. Chapter 5 is designed to clarify the connection between shalom and 

doxastic conduct, thus pulling together the threads of chapter 4 on the one hand 

and chapters 1–3 on the other. Fortunately, Wolterstorff helps us draw this 

connection, in terms of the ethics of academic work, or more particularly the 

ethics of “theorizing.” Wolterstorff examines how hypotheses are devised and 

evaluated, and in this connection poses a well-known consequentialist question: 

what is the goal of theorizing – is it praxis or theory for its own sake? 

Wolterstorff’s shalom-response is to reject the implied dichotomy and any 

generalized answers to the question, and to say that depending on the situation 

and the person, either theory- or praxis-mindedness may be appropriate Here, 

Wolterstorff criticizes his Calvinist tradition for a tendency to over-emphasize 

theory at the expense of the practical goals of academic theorizing in terms of the 

advancement of shalom.  

 Through analyses of Wolterstorff’s descriptive studies of theorizing, we 

discover the all-important link to our main theme: doxastic conduct. For 

theorizing in the academy turns out to be only a highly specialized instance of 

self-conscious belief-formation. Thus, whatever applies in the more formalized 

context also applies in the context of a general theory of the ethics of doxastic 

conduct. It appears that shalom is also the ultimate ground for our ascription of 

accountability in matters concerning the governing of our belief-producing 

faculties. The search for appropriate “practices of inquiry” may now be 

understood as a form of doxastic conduct which is directed at establishing the 
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moral value of our beliefs in a given situation. This moral value, in turn, can be 

understood as, ultimately, a derivation of shalom. 

 

Chapter 6. The final chapter begins with an overview of the produce of chapters 

1–5. Wolterstorff’s situated rationality is a deontological (obligation-based) notion 

of the ethics of belief, which focuses on his notion of “belief entitlement” (or 

belief availability). Against the individualism and abstractionism of standard 

(modern) accounts of justification and epistemic merit, Wolterstorff argues that 

there are in fact no doxastic obligations that can be abstracted from the full scope 

of a person’s socio-moral accountability. Thus, the ethics of belief is inextricable 

from ethics in general, in all its situational contextuality. What I am obligated to 

believe or not to believe depends entirely on my overall moral situation, which is 

comprised of the social responsibilities and personal relationships in which I find 

myself; and ultimately, in all situations the advancement of shalom should be 

sought above all. 

 From this perspective, we pursue a final question in this chapter, which is 

particularly vexing from a Christian-theological point of view. In the midst of 

Wolterstorff’s shalom doxastic ethic we are confronted with Christian belief itself: 

how about the doxastic status of Christian belief? Most intriguing, given my claim 

that Wolterstorff’s situated rationality is a (Christian) shalom doxastic ethic, is the 

fact that this structure applies also to religious believing, and even Christian 

believing in particular. If, as the theory of situated rationality holds, the rationality 

of our beliefs is by definition situation-specific and context-dependent, then this 

should also apply to Christian beliefs. Indeed, Wolterstorff’s answer to the 

question whether it is rational to believe that Christ was raised from the dead is: 

“It all depends.” From a Christian-theological perspective this answer may seem 

problematic, since it sounds relativistic; and, apologetically, it is less than robust. 

 I therefore offer some theological categories in order to try to make sense 

of this. These categories include what I call ‘redemptive-historical doxastic 

humility’ and the Kuyperian notion of common grace. The latter holds at bay 

eschatologico-soteriological dualism so that the ethics of belief may operate, here 

and now, on the basis of a Christian shalom-ethic without invoking the ultimate 

antithesis foretold in such places as Matthew 25. In this way, we can indeed hold 

that the rationality of Christian beliefs, rather than being absolute, is no less 

situational than that of any other beliefs. This is not to be confused with some 

kind of relativism with regard to the truth of the Christian faith.  

Finally, I answer a few likely objections to my description of Wolterstorff’s 

situated rationality as a shalom doxastic ethic. I conclude by introducing a few 

other theological questions which this theory raises, and which may form the 

starting point of further research on related topics. 

 


